Abstract: A method of producing a drug coated balloon that comprises the steps of: subjecting a balloon catheter with a folded and wrapped balloon thereon to a pre-annealing step to induce a fold/wrap memory in the resulting pre-annealed balloon; unfolding the pre-annealed balloon sufficiently to expose the full circumferential surface of the balloon by application of an inflation pressure that retains said fold/wrap memory; applying a drug coating formulation to the unfolded balloon surface; releasing pressure to relax the balloon and induce creasing along fold memory; and evacuating the balloon slowly to induce refolding and rewrapping of the balloon. The method overcomes the need to use a folding apparatus to fold and wrap a drug coated balloon.
5 Background of the Invention

The invention pertains to catheters and catheter balloons that include drug coatings for delivery to a site within a body passageway.

Sometimes following an initially successful angioplasty or other primary treatment restenosis occurs within weeks or months of the primary procedure. Restenosis results at least in part from smooth muscle cell proliferation in response to the injury caused by the primary treatment. This cell proliferation is referred to as "hyperplasia." Blood vessels in which significant restenosis occurs will typically require further treatment.

A number of strategies have been proposed to treat hyperplasia and reduce restenosis. Previously proposed strategies include prolonged balloon inflation, treatment of the blood vessel with a heated balloon, treatment of the blood vessel with radiation, the administration of anti-thrombotic drugs following the primary treatment, stenting of the region following the primary treatment, the use of drug-eluting stents, use of drug delivery balloons, cutting balloons, cryotherapy systems and the like.

Drug delivery balloons that deliver drug to an internal site upon expansion are known. Some involve perfusion of a drug composition through the balloon wall or from a spongy layer on the balloon wall. Others involve delivery of solid particulate drug, often carried in a polymer or other excipient to the site.

Delivery of drug from the surface during expansion provides benefits of pushing the drug into the specific tissue to be effected and is especially suited for delivering drugs that prevent restenosis during a dilation of a stenotic lesion.
Known drug delivery balloons include paclitaxel coated balloons. In some cases paclitaxel has been applied directly to the balloon or to a coating placed on the balloon. In other cases paclitaxel has been formulated with an excipient that may be polymer, a contrast agent, a surface active agent, or other small molecules that facilitate adhesion to the balloon and/or release from the balloon upon expansion. The formulations have typically been applied from solution, and maybe applied to the entire balloon or to a folded balloon, either by spraying, immersion or by pipette along the fold lines or onto a folded or unfolded balloon.

Earlier investigations of paclitaxel coated balloons have shown that it is desirable to control the morphology of the drug on the balloon, that with paclitaxel coated balloons paclitaxel dihydrate paclitaxel crystalline form facilitates longer tissue residence time, that the formation of crystalline paclitaxel dihydrate can be controlled by use of vapor annealing of the balloon, and that temperature change at the delivery site can be used to trigger a change in the bonding properties of a drug or drug-containing composition to the balloon.

A variety of techniques have been described for preparing drug coated balloons.

Several balloon coating techniques previously described involve coating a folded and wrapped balloon, by immersion, spraying, pipette, syringe or use of applicator tip such as a wire or capillary that contacts a balloon. In some techniques wicking into the folds is achieved in varying degrees and sometimes residual coating on the outer surface is wiped out. In one technique an applicator is inserted under the fold edge to inject coating solution into the folds. Within the folds the drug coating texture and thickness varies depending on whether the fold is completely filled, and the varied spacing between outer surfaces of the balloon. The result is a coating that is non-uniform and which varies in delivery behavior between its thickest and thinnest portions. If an inflated balloon is coated a more uniform coating is provided. However the balloon must subsequently be folded and wrapped. Folding machinery typically application of heated prongs as the balloon is evacuated or drawing the balloon through a die opening
as pressure is withdrawn. Drug coatings for DEB balloons are not practically put through conventional folding machinery. They leave material on the contacting parts of folding machines which interferes with the operation and which also causes reduction of the coat weight uniformity.

There is an ongoing need for improved methods for forming drug delivery balloon catheters that provide durable coatings which can be reliably manufactured.

**Summary of the Invention**

The inventive method uses annealed fold/wrap memory induced in a balloon before application of a coating to a balloon surface to overcome the need to use a folding apparatus to fold and wrap a drug coated balloon.

In some aspects the invention pertains to a method of producing a drug coated balloon that comprises the steps of:

- subjecting a balloon catheter with a folded and wrapped balloon thereon to a pre-annealing step to induce a fold/wrap memory in the resulting pre-annealed balloon;
- unfolding the pre-annealed balloon sufficiently to expose the full circumferential surface of the balloon by application of an inflation pressure that retains said fold/wrap memory;
- applying a drug coating formulation to the unfolded balloon surface;
- releasing pressure to relax the balloon and induce creasing along fold memory; and
- evacuating the balloon slowly to induce refolding and rewrapping of the balloon.

Further aspects of the invention pertain to drug delivery balloon catheters produced using the inventive methods.

In some embodiments a balloon protector is gradually slid over the coated balloon concurrently with the evacuating step to initiate refolding and rewrapping and/or propagate the refolding and rewrapping along the length of the balloon.
In some embodiments the balloon catheter is subjected to a post-annealing step after the drug coating has been applied and the balloon refolded and rewrapped.

These and other aspects and embodiments are described in the detailed description, the drawings and/or the claims which follow.
Brief Description of the Figures

Fig. 1 depicts in cross section a distal end region of a balloon catheter including a drug coated balloon and a balloon protector after the pre-annealing step.

Fig. 2 is a similar view to Fig. 1 after the balloon has been coated and refolded and rewrapped in accordance with the invention.
**Detailed Description of the Invention**

All published documents, including all US patent documents, mentioned anywhere in this application are hereby expressly incorporated herein by reference in their entirety. Any copending patent applications, mentioned anywhere in this application are also hereby expressly incorporated herein by reference in their entirety.

Drug delivery balloon systems are known and have been described in at least the following documents:

1. US 5102402, Dror et al (Medtronic, Inc);
2. US 5370614, Amundson et al, (Medtronic, Inc);
3. WO 9916500, Medtronic;
4. WO 2009066330, Medtronic;
5. US 5954706, Sahatjian (Boston Scientific Corp);
6. WO 00/32267, SciMed Life Systems; St Elizabeth's Medical Center (Palasis et al);
7. WO 00/45744, SciMed Life Systems (Yang et al);
9. US 6306166, Barry et al, (SciMed Life Systems, Inc);
10. US 2004/0073284, Bates et al (Cook, Inc; MED Inst, Inc);
11. US 2006/0020243, Speck;
12. US 2010/0063585 Hemoteq AG, (Hoffman et al);
13. US 2010/0179475 Hemoteq AG, (Hoffman et al);
15. US 2008/0255509, Wang (Lutonix); and
16. US 2008/0255510, Wang (Lutonix);
17. US 2010/0055294, Wang, (Lutonix);
18. US 2010/076542, Orlowski, (Eurocore);
19. US 2010/0145266 , Orlowski, (Eurocore);

and in the following US patent applications:

20. 12/765522 filed April 22, 2010, claiming benefit of US provisional application 61/172629, filed April 24, 2009, entitled "Use of Drug Polymorphs to Achieve Controlled Drug Delivery From a Coated Medical Device;"
"Nucleation of Drug Delivery Balloons to Provide Improved Crystal Size and Density;" and
US provisional application 61/291616, filed December 31, 2010, entitled "Cryo Activated Drug Delivery Cutting Balloon."

For purposes of the invention the term drug includes both therapeutic agents and diagnostic agents. Non-limiting examples of drugs that may be employed include anti-restenosis agents, antiproliferative agents, antibiotic agents, antimitotic agents, antiplatelet agents, alkylating agents, platinum coordination complexes, hormones, anticoagulants, fibrinolytic agents, antimigratory agents, antisecretory agents, anti-inflammatory agents, indole acetic acids, indene acetic acids, immunosuppressive agents, angiogenic agents, angiotensin receptor blockers, nitric oxide donors, anti-sense oligonucleotides, cell cycle inhibitors, mTOR inhibitors, growth factor receptor signal inhibitors, transduction kinase inhibitors, retinoids, cyclin/CDK inhibitors, HMG co-enzyme reductase inhibitors, protease inhibitors, viral gene vectors, macrophages, monoclonal antibodies, x-ray contrast agents, MRI contrast agents, ultrasound contrast agents, chromogenic dyes, fluorescent dyes, and luminescent dyes.

In some embodiments the drug is a lipophilic substantially water insoluble drug, such as paclitaxel, rapamycin (also known as sirolimus), everolimus, zotarolimus, biolimus A9, dexamethasone, tranilast or another drug that inhibits restenosis. Other drugs that may be suitable are described in the documents incorporated elsewhere herein. Mixtures of drugs, for instance two or more of paclitaxel, rapamycin, everolimus, zotarolimus, biolimus A9, dexamethasone and/or tranilast may be employed.

Further examples of drugs include estrogen or estrogen derivatives; heparin or another thrombin inhibitor, hirudin, hirulog, argatroban, D-phenylalanyl-L-poly-L-arginyl chloromethyl ketone or another antithrombogenic agent, or mixtures thereof; urokinase, streptokinase, a tissue plasminogen activator, or another thrombolytic agent, or mixtures thereof; a fibrinolytic agent; a vasospasm inhibitor; a calcium channel blocker, a nitrate, nitric oxide, a nitric oxide promoter or another vasodilator; an antimicrobial agent or antibiotic; aspirin, ticlopidine or another antiplatelet agent;
colchicine or another antimitotic, or another microtubule inhibitor; cytochalasin or another actin inhibitor; a remodelling inhibitor; deoxyribonucleic acid, an antisense nucleotide or another agent for molecular genetic intervention; GP IIb/IIIa, GP Ib-IX or another inhibitor or surface glycoprotein receptor; methotrexate or another antimetabolite or antiproliferative agent; an anticancer chemotherapeutic agent; dexamethasone, dexamethasone sodium phosphate, dexamethasone acetate or another dexamethasone derivative, or another anti-inflammatory steroid; dopamine, bromocriptine mesylate, pergolide mesylate or another dopamine agonist; a radiotherapeutic agent; iodine-containing compounds, barium-containing compounds, gold, tantalum, platinum, tungsten or another heavy metal functioning as a radiopaque agent; a peptide, a protein, an enzyme, an extracellular matrix component, a cellular component or another biologic agent; captopril, enalapril or another angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitor; ascorbic acid, alphatocopherol, superoxide dismutase, deferoxamine, a 21-aminosteroid (lasaroid) or another free radical scavenger, iron chelator or antioxidant; angiopeptin; a radio-labelled form of any of the foregoing; or a mixture of any of these.

The drug may be one that has polymorph forms, i.e. at least two characterizable morphologies that have different solubilities, or crystal forms. In some embodiments the different morphological forms have characteristics that affect tissue uptake of the drug at the delivery site. Drugs such as paclitaxel have more than one such morphological form. These have different solubilities and dissolution rates in body fluids, including blood. For some embodiments the drug is provided in a specific polymorph form(s) or distribution of such forms to facilitate a particular therapeutic objective.

In exemplary embodiments a drug coating on or in the carrier film comprises dose density of between 0.25^g mm^-2 and 5 µg mm^-2 of a drug, for instance paclitaxel, rapamycin, everolimus, zotarolimus, biolimus A9, dexamethasone and/or tranilast.

In some embodiments of a paclitaxel containing drug coating, the fraction of the paclitaxel in the coating that is amorphous is from 0-25%, for instance about 1% to
about 5%, based on total paclitaxel weight. In some embodiments the fraction of the paclitaxel in the coating that is anhydrous from 0% to about 99%, for instance 5-95%, about 10%, about 15%, about 20%, about 25%, about 30%, about 40%, about 50%, about 60%, about 70%, about 70%, or about 80%, based on total paclitaxel weight. In some embodiments the fraction of the paclitaxel in the coating that is dihydrate crystalline is from 1% to 100%, for instance 1-99%, 5-95%, about 10%, about 15%, about 20%, about 25%, about 30%, about 35%, about 40%, about 45%, about 50%, about 55%, about 60%, about 65%, about 70%, about 75%, about 80%, about 85%, about 88%, about 89%, about 90%, about 91%, about 92%, about 93%, about 94%, about 95%, about 96%, about 97%, about 98%, or about 99%, based on total paclitaxel weight.

In some embodiments the drug may be a solid crystalline form that includes organic solvent molecules such as dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO), N,N'-dimethylformamide (DMF), N,N'-%dimethylacetamide (DMAC), N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMPO), 1,3-dimethyl-2-imidazolidinone (DMEU), 1,3-dimethyl-3,4,5,6-tetrahydro-2-(IH)-pyrimidinone (DMPU), and acetonitrile and mixtures thereof, with or without water molecules in the crystal structure. Examples of such crystalline forms include the paclitaxel solvates described in US 6,858,644.

The balloons, may be elastic and/or inelastic balloons, and may be formed of material such as polyamides (for example, nylon 12 or DURETHAN® available from Bayer or CRISTAMID® available from Elf Atochem), polyethylene terephthalate (PET), polyurethane, latex, silicone, polyethylene (PE) (for example, Marlex® high-density polyethylene, Marlex® low-density polyethylene, and a linear low density polyethylene such as REXELL®), polypropylene (PP), polyetherimide (PEI), polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), ethylene tetrafluoroethylene (ETFE), fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP), polyoxymethylene (POM), polybutylene terephthalate (PBT), polyether-block-ester (for example, a polyether-block-ester elastomer such as ARNITEL® available from DSM Engineering Plastics or a polyester elastomer such as HYTREL® available from DuPont), polyvinylchloride (PVC), polyether-block-amide (PEBA, for example, available under the trade name PEBAX®), polyetheretherketone (PEEK), polyimide (PI), polyphenylene sulfide (PPS), polyphenylene oxide (PPO),
poly(ethylene naphthalenedicarboxylate) (PEN), polysulfone, perfluoro(propyl vinyl ether) (PFA), or mixtures, combinations, copolymers thereof, and the like.

In some embodiments the balloon wall is formed of one or more layers of 5 Pebax® polymers, suitably Pebax® 6333, Pebax® 7033, Pebax® 7233; nylon polymers, for instance nylon 11 or nylon 12; PET; polyester elastomer, such as Hytrel® or Arnitel® resins having a Shore D Hardness of about 60 or more, or a mixture thereof. In some embodiments the balloon maybe formed of two or more layers, for instance a layer of nylon 12 and a layer of Pebax® 6333, Pebax® 7033, Pebax® 7233; or two or more alternating layers of a relatively inelastic polymer such as PET or nylon 12 alternating with two or more layers or more layers of a thermoplastic elastomer such as Pebax® 5533 Pebax® 6333, Pebax® 7033, Pebax® 7233 or a Hytrel® or Arnitel® having a Shore D Hardness of about 50 or more.

The balloon will typically have a length of at least 1 cm, preferably being in a range from about 1.0 cm to 25 cm, and may have diameters in a range from 1.5 mm to about 20 mm, for instance 1.5 to 5 mm.

In known processes for producing balloon catheters with uncoated balloons, a balloon protector can be slid over the balloon after it has been wrapped and before it is sterilized. The balloon protector, typically a sleeve with a flared distal end or with flared proximal and distal ends slides freely over the catheter and over the wrapped balloon. The catheter, with balloon protector in place, can be subjected to heat annealing, typically at a temperature between the temperature at which the balloon will be sterilized and the temperature at which the balloon was molded. The balloon catheter is then packaged and sterilized. The annealing step provides a relatively weak fold/wrap memory that survives sterilization and facilitates maintenance of the balloon in a tightly wrapped configuration after the balloon protector is removed to keep a low profile during delivery. At the time of use the balloon protector slid distally off the catheter and discarded before insertion of the catheter into a body passage way.
The invention utilizes a pre-annealing step, performed before coating the balloon. The pre-annealing may be substantially the same as is currently used for uncoated balloons. It is performed with the balloon protector in place, the temperature is above room temperature and below the temperature at which the balloon is blown.

Typically some balloon shrinkage will occur in the course of this pre-annealing step, and so the dimension change should be designed into the balloon component. Exemplary annealing treatment temperatures are in the range of about 35°C to about 85 °C, about 35 °C to about 70 °C, about 35 °C, about 45 °C, about 55 °C, about 65 °C, or about 70 °C. The annealing time may be about 3 minutes to about 2 hours for instance about 5 min. to about 15 min. at 70 °C or about 5 minutes to about 30 minutes at 40 °C. A convection oven may be used to facilitate rapid equilibration of the catheter at the treatment temperature.

The mass of the balloon can affect the time needed to a balloon is pre annealed at a given temperature. For instance 7 mm dia. x 40 mm long balloons of Pebax® 7033 or Pebax® 7233 can be pre-annealed at 70 °C for 5 min whereas larger mass balloons may take a longer time, e.g. 10 minutes, for a 7 mm dia. x 100 mm long balloon of the same material. Pre-annealing times may be longer at lower temperatures. The choice of balloon material may also affect the time and temperature of the pre-annealing step.

Balloons may be initially folded by any known process and apparatus, including without limitation the processes of US 4681092, US 5087246, US 5147302, US 5350361, US 6283743.

The balloon protector is suitably one that can be slid proximally along the catheter after wrapping. Suitably it is designed to exert some compressive force to the wrapped balloon but has a lubricated or lubrious inner surface and sufficient resiliency to allow it to be slid on and off the balloon readily. In some embodiments the balloon protector is formed of an crosslinked elastomeric silicone rubber. In some embodiments the balloon protector is lubricated with a silicone oil or fluoropolymer lubricant. In alternative embodiments the balloon protector may have a fluoropolymer inner surface configured for instance with a longitudinal slit, and an outer region of an elastomeric
polymer such as a silicone rubber. Exemplary balloon protector configurations include for instance those disclosed in US 4930341, US 5015231, US 5352236, US 6152944, US 6100146.

In some embodiments if the balloon can maintain a wrapped profile reliably during pre-annealing without assistance, the use of a balloon protector in the pre-annealing step may not be required.

The number of balloon pleats is not critical to the invention. In general three or more will be used. For larger balloons a larger number of pleats may provide a better tracking profile. For instance balloons of about 5 mm or more may have a better tracking profile with 4, 5, 6, or more pleats. For instance a 7 mm balloon may employ a 5-pleat wrapped configuration.

After the balloon catheter assembly has been pre-annealed and returned to ambient temperature the balloon protector is slid off the balloon. In at least some embodiments the balloon protector is moved proximally along the catheter outer shaft until the balloon has been fully exposed. This can be done manually or automatically, for instance with a robotic apparatus that separately engages the catheter shaft and the balloon protector and then relatively moves the protector along the catheter axis.

Once the annealed balloon is exposed the pressure is applied to the balloon interior sufficient to at least partially inflate the balloon. The applied pressure should be sufficient to unfold the balloon to expose the full circumferential surface of the balloon, but not high enough that the fold/wrap memory is destroyed by the inflation pressure or by the combination of inflation pressure and coating solvent treatment. In at least some embodiments the inflation pressure is from about 0.25 to about 3 atm, for instance about 0.5 to about 2 atm, above ambient. The balloon should be generally cylindrical but some creasing may be tolerable so long as the coating method chosen apply the coating formulation substantially uniformly over the surface area to be coated.
The coating is then applied by any suitable means, for instance by spray, brush, pipette, capillary, wire, syringe, roller or the like. In some embodiments a micropipette or microsyringe applicator is used that moves longitudinally along the balloon as the balloon catheter is rotated. In some embodiments the applicator provides a fixed amount of coating solution to the balloon surface. The rate of application in some embodiments is set to minimize or eliminate loss of coating off the balloon. In some embodiments a region below the balloon may be monitored with a photodetector that is capable of monitoring coating material escaping from the balloon.

The coating composition comprises at least a drug as described above and a solvent. In some embodiments the coating composition may also include a degradable polymer or excipient. Examples of solvent can include, but are not limited to, DMSO, DMF, DMAC, NMPO, DMEU, DMPU, methanol, ethanol, 1-propanol, isopropanol, acetone, methyl ethyl ketone, tetrahydrofuran, diethyl ether, cyclohexanone, acetonitrile, methyl acetate, ethyl acetate, toluene, xylene, and mixtures thereof. In some embodiments water may be a suitable solvent for the coating composition. The coating solution may be provided by mixing stock solutions of the drug and excipient at the time use.

As examples of excipient or polymer materials that may also be included in a drug coating solution, any of the materials previously described in any of US 6306166, Barry et al, (SciMed Life Systems, Inc.); US 2004/0073284, Bates et al (Cook, Inc; MED Inst, Inc.); US 2006/0020243, Speck; WO 2008/003298 Hemoteq AG, (Hoffman et al); WO 2008/086794 Hemoteq AG, (Hoffman et al); US 2008/01 18544, Wang; US 2008/0255509, Wang (Lutonix); and US 2008/0255510, Wang (Lutonix); US 2010/0055294, Wang, (Lutonix); US 2010/076542, Orlowski, (Eurocore); US 2010/0145266, Orlowski, (Eurocore), maybe used. Examples of excipients that may be employed include contrast agents, various surfactants, oils, fats, sugars such as mannitol, contrast agents such as iopromide, citrate esters such as acetyltributyl citrate, acetyl triethyl citrate, tributyl citrate, triethyl citrate, glycerol esters of short chain (i.e. C2-Cs) mono-carboxylic acids such as triacetin, ascorbate esters, polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP), lactic acid polymers and lactate copolymers, such as PLGA.
A particular exemplary embodiment uses a mixture of paclitaxel and acetyltributyl citrate (ATBC) in acetone solution at a weight ratio of paclitaxel to ATBC in the range of about 90/10 to about 25/75, for instance 60/40 or 50/50.

In the case of a hydrophobic drug, the solvent can be one in which water is miscible or has a high solubility. In those cases water may be separately applied to the balloon before, concurrent with, or after the drug solution is applied, in order to facilitate deposition of the drug onto the balloon substrate. Provision of water in this way can drive precipitation of the drug or drug/excipient mixture from solution. Water may also be added to the coating composition in an amount that does not induce precipitation of the drug and excipients, if present, but that places the composition near saturation, suitably using a lower boiling solvent. As the coated balloon rotates the lower boiling solvent flashes off, inducing the applied coating solution to surpass saturation and initiate precipitation of the drug/excipient coating.

The solution composition may also be manipulated to provide a desired drug morphology. In the case of paclitaxel for instance, addition of water to a paclitaxel-containing solution as it is being applied or by pre-spray or post-spraying can both facilitate precipitation of the drug from solution and also induce the formation of the paclitaxel dihydrate crystal form. Crystalline dihydrate generally provides a longer residence time at the treatment site and so is generally a preferred form for delivery from a drug delivery balloon. In some embodiments a balloon may be sprayed with water and then have a fixed amount of a solution comprising paclitaxel at a predetermined concentration in a water miscible solvent such as acetone, tetrahydrofuran, ethanol, DMSO, DMF, DMAC, or acetonitrile, applied by micropipette or microsyringe to give a coating comprising crystalline paclitaxel dihydrate. In other embodiments a solution comprising paclitaxel at a predetermined concentration in a water miscible solvent, is mixed with an amount of water that does not cause precipitation of the paclitaxel and any excipient present. The mixed solution is then applied to a balloon and the balloon rotated for a time after application. The solvent flashes off producing a coating comprising dihydrate crystalline paclitaxel.
The balloon catheter may be rotated as the coating material is applied and as long thereafter as is needed to assure the coating won't drip from the balloon or migrate by gravity.

In some embodiments the coating may be overcoated with a degradable polymer or undercoated with a material that facilitates release upon balloon expansion. Any material previously described for such purpose may be used.

After the desired amount of coating material has been applied, including any undercoatings and overcoatings, the balloon pressure is released allowing the balloon to relax to a semi-pleated state. The fold/wrap memory induced in the first annealing step will initiate pleating along the remembered lines.

Then a balloon protector may be gradually slid over the balloon while slowly evacuating the internal pressure in the balloon. In embodiments where a balloon protector used in the pre-annealing step has been moved proximal of the balloon during the coating the same balloon protector is moved proximally in this step. If a balloon protector used in the pre-annealing step has been entirely removed from the balloon catheter assembly, the balloon protector that is used may be the same or a different protector.

Referring now to the Figures there is shown the distal portion 10 of a medical catheter. Catheter distal portion 10 includes a balloon 12 having pleats 16. In Figure 1 the balloon is shown with a balloon protector 20 over the pleats 16. After the pre-annealing step the balloon protector 20 is moved in the direction shown by arrow A and the balloon is unfolded for coating and refolding/pleating in accordance with the invention.

Figure 2 is a view as in Figure 1, but after the balloon has been refolded and rewrapped and the balloon protector has been replaced by sliding in the direction of arrow B. The balloon includes a uniform coating 22 comprising a drug such as paclitaxel, optionally with an excipient such as acetyltributyl citrate.
Gradually sliding the balloon protector over the coated and relaxed balloon allows the creases induced by the fold/wrap memory to propagate along the remembered wrap configuration so that the balloon substantially rewraps as the protector moves over the balloon without the need to run the coated balloon through a wrapping apparatus. Exemplary times for reapplying the balloon protector may be from about 5 seconds to about 2 minutes. For instance for a 7 mm diameter balloon of 100 mm in length, a suitable time for reapplying the balloon protector is about 15 to 20 seconds.

The coating may still have some residual solvent and/or water present at the time of reapplying the balloon protector. In this sense the coating may be taken as "wet," i.e. not be fully dry-to-the-touch. Evacuation and sliding of the balloon protector typically may be started once the balloon has sufficiently relaxed to form creases. In some embodiments the balloon protector can be applied immediately after application of the coating solution. In some embodiments, however the time between coating application and reapplication of the balloon protector may be enough to produce a dry-to-the-touch coating.

In some alternate embodiments gradual evacuation of the balloon alone may be sufficient to propagate the creases induced by the fold memory and rewrap of the balloon. In those cases a stent may optionally be crimped over the rewrapped balloon.

In at least some embodiments the coated balloon/catheter/protector assembly, or balloon/catheter/stent assembly is subjected to a second annealing. The second annealing conditions can substantially duplicate those of the first annealing step or they may be at a different temperature and/or for a different time provided that the same conditions on the temperature range employed apply. This assures that the balloon will maintain wrapped profile when the protector is removed and that any residual solvent has been removed before sterilization. In some embodiments this reannealing step may not be necessary, especially if the assembly is given a rest period in a clean room for an extended time, or if the sterilization conditions themselves are at a high
enough temperature to provide a wrap memory, e.g. at a temperature of at least about 50 °C.

The coated balloon provides a substantially uniform coating which has superior durability on the balloon compared to fold-filled coatings, while still providing good release into tissue at the treatment site.

In embodiments where the drug-containing layer is overcoated with a protective polymeric layer, the layer may be one that substantially disintegrates in the course of the deployment or during transfer of the drug from the device at the site of administration. Suitably such protective layer has a thickness of 0.5 μη or less, 0.1 μη or less, or 0.01 μη or less. Polymers or copolymers that have a good solubility in water and a molecular weight sufficient to slow dissolution of the coating enough to provide practical protection may be used. Other protective layers may be effective if they break up into fine particles during drug delivery, for instance upon balloon expansion.

Protective coating thickness may be adjusted to give an acceptable dissolution and/or degradation profile. Ionomically crosslinked polysaccharides, such as calcium alginate may be used as a protective layer or as an excipient for the drug.

In embodiments where the drug containing layer is applied over an underlayer, the underlayer material may be one that has a high solubility in bodily fluids to undercut the drug facilitate breakup of the drug-containing layer upon balloon expansion. An example of a suitable underlayer material is pectin.

The devices of the present invention, may be deployed in vascular passageways, including veins and arteries, for instance coronary arteries, renal arteries, peripheral arteries including iliac arteries, arteries of the neck and cerebral arteries, and may also be advantageously employed in other body structures, including but not limited to arteries, veins, biliary ducts, urethras, fallopian tubes, bronchial tubes, the trachea, the esophagus and the prostate.

Further aspects of the invention are recited in the claims of the priority application, US provisional No. 61/379608, filed September 2, 2010.
The above examples and disclosure are intended to be illustrative and not exhaustive. These examples and description will suggest many variations and alternatives to one of ordinary skill in this art. All these alternatives and variations are intended to be included within the scope of the claims, where the term "comprising" means "including, but not limited to." Those familiar with the art may recognize other equivalents to the specific embodiments described herein which equivalents are also intended to be encompassed by the claims. Further, the particular features presented in the dependent claims can be combined with each other in other manners within the scope of the invention such that the invention should be recognized as also specifically directed to other embodiments having any other possible combination of the features of the dependent claims. For instance, for purposes of claim publication, any dependent claim which follows should be taken as alternatively written in a multiple dependent form from all claims which possess all antecedents referenced in such dependent claim if such multiple dependent format is an accepted format within the jurisdiction. In jurisdictions where multiple dependent claim formats are restricted, the following dependent claims should each be also taken as alternatively written in each singly dependent claim format which creates a dependency from an antecedent-possessing claim other than the specific claim listed in such dependent claim.
Claims

1. A method of producing a drug coated balloon that comprises the steps of:
   subjecting a balloon catheter with a folded and wrapped balloon thereon to a pre-
   annealing step to induce a fold/wrap memory in the resulting pre-annealed balloon;
   unfolding the pre-annealed balloon sufficiently to expose the full circumferential
   surface of the balloon by application of an inflation pressure that retains said fold/wrap
   memory;
   applying a drug coating formulation to the unfolded balloon surface;
   releasing pressure to relax the balloon and induce creasing along fold memory;
   and
   evacuating the balloon slowly to induce refolding and rewrapping of the balloon.

2. A method as in claim 1 wherein in said step of evacuating the balloon slowly, a balloon protector is concurrently gradually slid over the coated balloon.

3. A method as in claim 1 or claim 2 wherein drug coating formulation comprises a drug, a solvent and optionally water,

4. A method as in any one of claims 1-3 wherein an elapsed time between the step of applying the drug formulation and beginning to slide the balloon protector over the balloon is less than that needed to fully remove all solvent and/or water in the coating.

5. A method as in any one of claims 1-4 wherein the balloon is subjected to an inflation pressure of from about 0.5 to about 3 atm in said unfolding step.

6. A method as in any one of claims 1-5 wherein the balloon catheter is subjected to a post-annealing step after the drug coating has been applied and the balloon refolded and rewrapped.
7. A method as in one of claims 1-5 wherein the coating comprises at least one drug selected from the group consisting of paclitaxel, rapamycin, everolimus, zotarolimus, biolimus A9, dexamethasone, tranilast, and another drug that inhibits restenosis.

8. A method as in any one of claims 1-7 wherein the coating further comprises an excipient.

9. A method as in any one of claims 1-7 wherein the drug comprises paclitaxel and the coating further comprises acetyltributyl citrate (ATBC) at a weight ratio of paclitaxel to ATBC in the range of about 90/10 to about 25/75.

10. A method as in any one of claims 1-9 wherein the step of applying a drug coating formulation to the unfolded balloon surface comprises applying a composition of a drug in a solvent solution.

11. A method as in claim 10 wherein the solvent is water miscible and water is added to the solvent solution at the time of application.

12. A method as in claim 11 wherein the drug is paclitaxel and the solvent is acetone.

13. A method as in claim 1 further comprising crimping a stent over the rewrapped balloon.

14. A method as in any one of claims 1-13 wherein the balloon is one formed at a blowing temperature and the pre-annealing step is conducted at a pre-anneal temperature that is above room temperature and below the temperature at which the balloon blowing temperature.

15. A balloon catheter assembly produced by the method of any one of claims 1-14.
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